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1 Introduction
In this report we provide insights into storylines of future change in the EU's energy system from the
perspective of innovation systems analysis. Specifically we show how empirical analysis of innovationsystem functioning over the period 2000 to 2015 can be mapped onto four storylines which vary key
assumptions about how the EU's energy system may change to 2050. We use panel regressions to analyse a
comprehensive set of innovation system indicators and identify the determinants of important innovation
outcomes. We then identify which innovation processes measured by independent variables in our
econometric models are emphasised or deemphasised in the four different storylines. This enables us to
translate our empirical analysis into both quantitative and narrative insights for interpreting each storyline.
The ultimate aim is to inform the energy systems modelling work by the SET-Nav consortium.
This report is structured as follows. First, we review the main characteristics of the storylines and the critical
uncertainties about future change in the EU energy system which they explore. Second, we identify the
emphasis placed in each storyline on specific innovation system processes which may be either strengthened
or weakened by the storyline assumptions. Third, we summarise the econometric estimation results on
observed historical relationships between innovation system processes and specific innovation outcomes
(e.g., patenting, learning rates, market deployment). Fourth, we combine the empirical findings with the
storyline emphases to generate both quantitative and narrative insights for each storyline as input into more
detailed energy systems modelling and analysis.
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2 Storylines of future change in the EU energy system
2.1 Exploring critical uncertainties using scenarios
Scenarios are commonly-used tools for analysing uncertain futures. They have been widely used in the
context of sustainable energy and climate change. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
provides several useful definitions of scenarios used in scientific analysis of future climate change. Scenarios
are “alternative images of how the future might unfold” (p3 in Nakicenovic et al. 2000) and “plausible
descriptions of how the future might develop based on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions
about the key relationships and driving forces” (p174 in Fisher et al. 2007). In essence, scenarios are simply
stories about possible futures. What is critical for their use in a scientific context is that these stories are based
on (1) a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions about (2) the key relationships and driving
forces of change, which give rise to (3) plausible descriptions of how the future may unfold.
As the future of complex system like the energy system is irreducibly uncertain, scenarios provide a way of
exploring and better understanding salient uncertainties. Scenarios help anticipate and plan for potentially
adverse future outcomes. Scenarios also provide a way for decision-makers to test linkages from near-term
actions to long-term outcomes.
To be analytically tractable, scenario studies typically identify a small number of critical uncertainties (based
on available knowledge), and then systematically vary relevant drivers of change to explore how these critical
uncertainties may affect future outcomes.
As an example, Figure 1 (left panel) shows the 2x2 scenario typology used in the IPCC's pioneering study of
emission scenarios (Nakicenovic et al. 2000). This typology varied two critical uncertainties: global
integration vs. regional variation (x-axis); emphasis on economic growth vs. environmental protection (yaxis). The typology generated four very different storylines of future change in the global economy, energy
and land-use systems, which could then be enriched by quantitative systems models. Although the resulting
storylines spanned only a part of the future possibility space, it was the part of most interest to decisionmakers for navigating a course through salient political and economic uncertainties. An oft-used analogy is
that the scientists modelling scenarios are 'map-makers' providing a service to the decision-makers as
'navigators' (Edenhofer and Minx 2014). Unknowns which are not of interest to decision-makers can
therefore be left off the map. Examples include whether the global economy might forego growth for steadystate equilibrium, or whether nuclear fusion might become viable (Figure 1, right panel).

Figure 1. Exploring possible futures using scenarios. Left panel shows scenario typology from IPCC (2000)
Special Report on Emission Scenarios; right panel represents future possibility space explored by emission
scenarios.
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2.2 A scenario typology for the EU energy system
The SET-Nav pathways follow these basic principles of scenario development to explore critical
uncertainties in the future development of the EU energy system. The SET-Nav pathways also adopt the
widely-used 2x2 scenario typology to combine two main dimensions of uncertainty into four storylines
spanning a wide possibility space.
Figure 2 (left panel) shows the scenario typology which varies two critical uncertainties: the extent of
decentralisation (x-axis); and the extent of European cooperation (y-axis). The poles of each axis can
therefore be characterised as: decentralisation vs. path dependency (x-axis); and cooperation vs.
entrenchment (y-axis).
Path dependency describes the shaping and constraining of future development trajectories by accumulated
historical precedent. The energy system is strongly path dependent as it is large, complex, has many
interdependencies, and is characterised by long-lived infrastructure with slow turnover rates. Through the
20th century, technical and economic returns to scale have given rise to a strongly centralised energy system
in both physical terms (e.g., GW-scale power plants distant from end users) and in economic terms (e.g.,
national or regional monopoly utilities) (Hughes 1983, Unruh 2000, Seto et al. 2016). However, there is an
increasingly strong technological and business case for decentralisation, underwritten by systemic forces of
change ranging from market liberalisation, environmental standards and policies, technological innovation
in renewables and storage, continued end-use efficiency improvements, and the convergence of information
technologies and digital control systems with energy infrastructure and hardware (Carley 2010, Facchini
2017). This is already creating major challenges for incumbent energy companies whose business models
and balance sheets are linked to centralised assets (EEI 2013, Midttun and Piccini 2017).1 By enabling
smaller increments of capital investment, smaller-scale technologies from shale gas to solar PV have opened
up markets to the destabilising force of new entrants (Helm 2017).
This tension between path dependency and decentralisation is a major uncertainty for the future development
of the EU energy system, affecting technological innovation and deployment, policy and regulatory
environments, business strategies and investments, and social acceptance and engagement. Consequently, it
is one of the critical uncertainties defining the future possibility space explored by the SET-Nav pathways.
The second critical uncertainty is the more familiar and more existential question for the EU of ever-closer
union, and specifically in this context, ever-closer cooperation and integration in energy markets, policies,
and infrastructures. The European Commission's communication in 2015 on the Energy Union Package
opens with: "Our vision is of an integrated continent-wide energy system where energy flows freely across
borders, based on competition and the best possible use of resources, and with effective regulation of energy
markets at EU level where necessary" (EC 2015). To enact this vision, the communication argues: "We have
to move away from a fragmented system characterised by uncoordinated national policies, market barriers
and energy-isolated areas." In the current political climate of Brexit, national populism, and external threats
to political and social cohesion within the EU, it seems clear that the Commission's vision for a cooperative
and integrative energy system is uncertain. A future in which national interests become increasingly

1

The IEA's recent energy investment outlook summarises the uncertain future for centralised utilities:
"Decentralised solar PV, battery storage and charging EVs blur the distinction between consumers and producers,
while demand-side response programs have the potential to provide flexibility in balancing supply and demand in
real time at a lower cost than utility-owned generating capacity. In addition, digitalization is opening up
opportunities for new entrants to the supply of energy services and is changing the interaction of consumers with
the electricity system. ... Regulatory frameworks will need to adapt to these models providing the appropriate
arrangements to allow them to contribute to the overall efficiency and decarbonisation of the energy system. The
implications of all these changes for future investment are still very unclear." [p178, IEA (2017) World Energy
Investment. International Energy Agency, Paris, France.]
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entrenched, and member states exploit comparative advantages as well as local resources while prioritising
their own energy interests, remains a possible alternative.
These two dimensions of uncertainty shown in the left panel of Figure 2 combine to create a possibility space
which can be explored by the four contrasting storylines shown in the right panel of Figure 2. Working
clockwise, the four storylines are:
•
•
•
•

Diversification = decentralisation + cooperation
Directed Vision = path dependency + cooperation
National Champions = path dependency + entrenchment
Localisation = decentralisation + entrenchment

Figure 2. The possibility space for future EU energy systems. Left panel shows a 2x2 scenario typology
varying two critical uncertainties; right panel represents four storylines spanning the possibility space.

2.3 Four storylines of future change in the EU energy system
Figure 2 shows the 2x2 variation in critical uncertainties facing the EU energy system, and how these
uncertainties combine to generate four storylines of change describing very different development pathways
or future trajectories. Figure 3 summarises the headline features of each of these development pathways.
Interpreting each storyline is not an exact science. However, it is important that the interpretive detail of each
storyline is internally consistent (avoiding tensions or contradictions), comprehensive (covers all relevant
drivers and dynamics), and coherent (adds up to a meaningful whole).
The Diversification storyline describes a decentralising trajectory for the EU energy system in the context of
cross-border cooperation and integration (Figure 3, top left). This signals the entry of new, heterogeneous
actors, challenging the dominance of centralised asset-owners and incumbent service-providers. Open digital
platforms become essential for coordinating the activity of this diversified energy economy, facilitated by
regulatory experimentation and opening.
The Directed Vision storyline describes a path-dependent trajectory for the EU energy system which is
directed by the Commission's vision set out above for an ever-closer energy union (Figure 3, top right). The
EU together with large stakeholders with the capacity to operate at an EU level are guided by strong and
shared expectations for future goals and the directions of travel required to meet these goals. This broad buyin becomes enshrined in stable policy frameworks which are coordinated between member states to ensure a
consistent European-wide playing field.
The National Champions storyline describes a path-dependent EU in which historical incumbency and
national interests have a stronger influence (Figure 3, bottom right). This continuity in development
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minimises transitional risks and costs, at least in the near-term. Incumbent firms and organisations, including
current or former national monopolies, play a leading role particularly in the design, finance, construction
and operation of large-scale energy infrastructure.
The Localisation storyline describes how the decentralising forces observable today in the EU start to chip
away more forcefully at the centralised infrastructures, firms, and regulatory environments, but with marked
national and local variation (Figure 3, bottom left). Member states seek to maximise their use of locallyavailable resources, giving rise to differentiated energy strategies and policy frameworks across the EU.
Resistance to pan-European infrastructure and integration projects opens up space for smaller-scale
experimentation and diversity. Digitalisation again becomes essential for supporting coordination and
effective system management, but with an emphasis on national competitive advantage in the returns to scale
of a single dominant platform.
It is very important to emphasise that these short descriptions emphasise only the most salient features that
help distinguish the storylines from one another. As an example, digitalisation is explicitly noted in the
Diversification and Localisation storylines, but this does not mean it is not also important in the futures
depicted by the Directed Vision and National Champions storylines. It simply means that digitalisation is
not one of the stand-out features of these storylines which distinguish them from the others.

Figure 3. Headline features of four storylines for the EU energy system.
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3 Method
The four storylines summarised in Figure 3 can be mapped down onto more specific drivers, dynamics,
characteristics, variables and assumptions needed to analyse and model the development pathways in more
depth. The emphasis of this report is on the EU's energy technology innovation system, and how it will shape
and be shaped by the four different storylines. This in turn helps guide the assumptions and parameterisations
of modellers who interpret the storylines into detailed quantitative transformation pathways for the EU's
energy system.
Translating narrative storylines onto quantitative analysis of innovation system performance into the future
is entirely novel. The methodological steps developed and implemented in this report are as follows:
1. Develop standardised metrics of relevant innovation system processes (Section 4)
2. Identify positive and negative effects of storyline on innovation system processes measured by
indicators (Section 5)
3. Estimate empirically the influence of innovation system processes on innovation outcomes (Section
6)
4. Combine changes in innovation system processes from the storylines (step 3) with empirical
estimations (step 4) to characterise the combined net effect of the storyline on innovation outcomes
(Section 7)
Essentially this approach has two parallel streams which are then integrated (step 4). The first narrative
stream maps the general storylines of future change into more specific interpretations of how innovation
system processes for energy technologies are affected (steps 1 & 2). The second empirical stream estimates
quantitative relationships from historical data linking innovation system processes to outcomes (step 3).
Mapping the empirical results onto the narrative storylines then provides quantitative estimates of how key
innovation outcomes may be affected into the future. This helps inform and enrich modelling analysis of the
storylines across the breadth of the EU's energy system.
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4 The EU's energy technology innovation system
4.1 The energy technology innovation systems (ETIS) framework
A simple framework of the energy technology innovation system (ETIS) is shown in Figure 4 (left panel).
The innovation system comprises: (1) a technology lifecycle from R&D through to diffusion; (2) four
dimensions describing the enabling conditions for successful innovation outcomes; (3) specific processes
associated with each of these dimensions. Figure 4 (right panel) shows the specific processes in full. As an
example, the 'knowledge' dimension captures processes such as knowledge generation, codification,
spillovers, and international flows. These processes help accumulate knowledge stocks which contribute to
successful innovation outcomes. These knowledge stocks can also depreciate; this is also shown an
innovation system process.
In addition to knowledge, the other three dimensions of the ETIS framework are 'resources', 'actors and
institutions', and 'adoption and use'. Each of these dimensions consists of a number of important innovation
system processes associated with successful innovation outcomes. The ETIS framework is explained and
evidenced in detail in: (Gallagher et al. 2012, Grubler et al. 2012, Grubler and Wilson 2014).

Figure 4. The energy technology innovation system (ETIS) framework in simplified form (left panel) and
with all processes represented (right panel).

4.2 Quantitative indicators of innovation system processes
Each of the innovation system processes comprising the ETIS framework can be measured by quantitative
indicators which are generalisable across technologies. This enables cross-technology analysis using a
standardised set of quantitative measures. Table 1 summarises the indicators. The leftmost column shows the
innovation system processes in the ETIS framework from Figure 4. The two rightmost columns show the
indicator(s) and data source(s) for measuring each innovation system process.
In the SET-Nav project, data collection and analysis efforts have focused on the six technology areas
prioritised in the EU's SET Plan: renewable energy, smart grid, energy efficiency, sustainable transport,
carbon capture and storage, and nuclear safety (Kim and Wilson 2017). Time series data from 2001 - 2015
were collected at the EU level for all the ETIS indicators in each of these six technology fields. The SET
Plan was first introduced in 2008 and was revised in 2015. The data series therefore span a 7 year period
prior to the SET Plan, and a 7 year period following the initial SET Plan.
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Table 1. Indicators of innovation system processes in the ETIS framework.

Technology-specific indicators (illustrated for the EU)

Main
data
source

Public energy RD&D expenditure
Demonstration budgets

1
1

Scientific publications
Citation-weighted publication counts
Patents

2
2
3

Citation-weighted patent counts

3

Energy technology imports
Publication co-authorships (extra-EU, i.e., between EU and nonEU actors)
Patent co-inventions (extra-EU, i.e., between EU and non-EU
actors)
Learning-by-doing
Volatility in energy RD&D expenditure

4

Mobilisation of Finances
Mobilisation of Innovators
Policy Density

Public energy RD&D expenditure (as % of GDP)
Patent activity (as % of total patents)
Policy instruments: innovation, regulatory, market-based

1
3
6

Policy Durability

Policy instruments: innovation, regulatory, market-based

6

Policy Mix
Policy Stability
Legacy of Failure

Diversity of policy instruments
Stability of policy instruments
Decline in interest following failures

6
6
7

Regulatory Capture
ACTORS &
INSTITUTIONS
Capacity

Public RD&D expenditure on fossil fuels

1

Top 100 Clean-tech funds
Diversity of types of organisation (in the European Energy
Research Alliance)
Diversity of types of organisation in publication activity
Diversity of types of organisation in patenting activity
Activities involving different EU actors (in the European Energy
Research Alliance)
Publication co-authorships (intra-EU, i.e., between different EU
actors)
Patent co-inventions (intra-EU, i.e., between different EU actors)
Policy instruments: targets, roadmaps, action plans
Policy instruments: targets, roadmaps, action plans

8

Innovation system
processes
KNOWLEDGE
Generation

Codification

Spillover
International Flows
Learning
Depreciation
RESOURCES

Heterogeneity

Exchange & Interaction

Shared Expectations

2
3
5
1

9
2
3
9
2
3
6
6

ADOPTION & USE
Market Size
Market Share

Potential market size (total # of physical units multiplied by cost
per unit)
Actual market size as % of potential market size

5
5

Main data sources: 1 IEA energy RD&D statistics; 2 Web of Science; 3 USPTO PatentsViews database; 4 Eurostat EU trade statistics;
5 Secondary data from peer-reviewed studies; 6 IEA 'Addressing Climate Change' policy database; 7 Google Trends; 8 Global
Cleantech 100; 9 European Energy Research Alliance (EERA).
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5 Storylines of future change in the EU's energy
technology innovation system
Figure 5 maps the four storylines of future change in the EU's energy system down onto more specific
changes in the EU's energy technology innovation system. Put differently, the general storylines of change
described in Figure 3 can be interpreted through the lens of the ETIS framework shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Four storylines of change in the EU's energy technology innovation system.

As Figure 5 shows, each storyline of future change in the EU energy system has both positive and negative
effects on the innovation system for energy technologies. Some innovation system processes are
strengthened; others are weakened. No single storyline is normatively 'better' for energy innovation.

5.1 Diversification
The Diversification storyline describes a diverse set of new actors becoming involved in energy innovation
throughout the EU, particularly from the digital and tech sectors. This storyline places emphasis on strong,
collaborative exchange and interaction between these actors, enabled by open digital platforms. However,
diversification and experimentation also means that innovation policy frameworks are not stable nor durable.

These effects of the Diversification storyline on the innovation system for energy technologies in the
EU are captured by changes in specific quantitative indicators of innovation system processes (shown
here in italics):
1. Patent co-invention (intra-EU) and publication co-authorship (intra-EU) are strengthened as more
diverse innovation actors interact and collaborate.
2. Diversity of types of organisations in knowledge generation activities (patents and publications) is
strengthened as incumbents are disrupted and heterogeneous new actors become involved in energy
innovation.
3. Durability of policy instruments is weakened as new policies are implemented and existing policies
are revised to support experimentation.
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5.2 Directed Vision
The Directed Vision storyline describes ever-closer energy union in the EU guided and directed by
Commission-led strategic planning. This storyline places emphasis on strong, clear and stable expectations
shared by both public and private actors. However, the centralising pan-European leadership also means that
only large stakeholders have the capacity to remain directly involved with SET Plan activities so innovation
actors become more homogeneous.

These effects of the Directed Vision storyline on the innovation system for energy technologies in the
EU are captured by changes in specific quantitative indicators of innovation system processes (shown
here in italics):
1. Patent co-invention (extra-EU) and publication co-authorship (extra-EU) are strengthened as
European-wide innovation strategies provide a suitable platform for international collaboration.
2. Public energy R&D expenditure and demonstration budgets are strengthened in the pathway by
strong central coordination and prioritisation of energy innovation as an EU policy area.
3. Durability of policy instruments (both innovation policy, and roadmaps, targets, strategic plans) are
strengthened under a clear and stable expectations for the direction of future change.
4. Diversity of types of organisations in knowledge generation activities (patents and publications) is
weakened EU-level innovation activity has a “club effect” by which member states and EU
institutions interact more strongly with large, pan-European actors.

5.3 National Champions
The National Champions storyline describes member states supporting their distinct comparative advantages
through innovation and industrial policy. This storyline places emphasis on strong and stable innovation
policy frameworks, even if at the national rather than EU level. However, the influence of national champions
including in the traditional energy industries also mean regulatory capture by incumbent fossil-fuel
companies undermining support for strategic innovation in alternatives.

These effects of the National Champions storyline on the innovation system for energy technologies in
the EU are captured by changes in specific quantitative indicators of innovation system processes
(shown here in italics):
1. Stability in energy RD&D expenditure is strengthened as member states commit resources long-term
to build competitive advantage in selected innovation fields.
2. Durability of policy instruments (both innovation policy, and roadmaps, targets, strategic plans) are
strengthened as member states align policy frameworks with long-term national priorities.
3. Stability of policy instruments is strengthened to ensure consistent support and enabling conditions
for dominant national firms.
4. Shifting away from public RD&D expenditure on fossil fuels is weakened as incumbents play an
active role to sustain current system arrangements (regulatory capture).

5.4 Localisation
The Localisation storyline describes increasingly differentiated energy strategies across the cities, regions
and countries of the EU. This storyline places emphasis on high levels of innovation investments (R&D
expenditure) at multiple scales in pursuit of locally-resilient energy developments. However, the proliferation
of local actors and innovation activities also means that knowledge spillovers and international knowledge
flows weaken due to coordination difficulties and mismatches of scale.
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These effects of the Localisation storyline on the innovation system for energy technologies in the EU
are captured by changes in specific quantitative indicators of innovation system processes (shown here
in italics):
1. Public energy RD&D expenditure and demonstration budgets are strengthened as cities and regions
look to build knowledge stocks for successfully exploiting local resources.
2. Energy technology imports are strengthened as locally-focused innovation strategies focus only on
key growth areas, relying on active trade to supply other areas.
3. Diversity of policy instruments is strengthened as national and local innovation policy frameworks
are tailored to suit specific innovation environments throughout the EU.
4. Patent co-invention (intra-EU) and publication co-authorship (intra-EU) are weakened as
innovation activity becomes increasingly differentiated and localised.

5.5 Comparison of four storylines
Table 2 summarises all the positive and negative effects of the four storylines on the quantitative indicators
of innovation system processes. The net effect of each storyline on innovation outcomes is - at this point unknown. It depends on the relative importance of specific innovation system processes in supporting or
enabling specific innovation outcomes.

Table 2. Indicators of innovation system processes which are strengthened or weakened in four storylines
of future change in the EU energy system. Green cell = strengthened; red cell = weakened; blank cell = no
distinctive effect of the storyline.

ETIS indicators
(and variables in panel regression)
Public energy RD&D expenditure
Demonstration budgets
Publications
Patents
Energy technology imports
Publication co-authorships (extra-EU)
Patent co-inventions (extra-EU)
Publication co-authorships (intra-EU)
Patent co-inventions (intra-EU)
Learning rate (technology costs)
Stability in energy RD&D expenditure
Durability of policy instruments:
innovation, regulatory, market-based
Durability of policy instruments: targets,
roadmaps, action plans
Diversity of policy instruments
Stability of policy instruments
Shifting away from public RD&D
expenditure on fossil fuels
Diversity of types of organisation in
publication activity
Diversity of types of organisation in
patenting activity
Market share (actual market size as % of
potential market size)

Diversification

Directed
National
Vision
Champions
strengthened
strengthened

Localisation
strengthened
strengthened
strengthened

strengthened
strengthened
strengthened
strengthened

weakened
weakened

weakened

strengthened
strengthened strengthened

weakened

strengthened strengthened
strengthened
strengthened
weakened

strengthened

weakened

strengthened

weakened
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6 Empirical linkages from ETIS to innovation outcomes
Regression analysis of historical time series data can be used to identify significant linkages between the
innovation system processes affected by the four storylines, and specific innovation outcomes. This analysis
is made possible by the quantitative indicators of innovation system processes in the ETIS framework shown
in Table 1 for the six technology areas prioritised by the SET Plan. These indicators provide both explanatory
(independent) and outcome (dependent) variables for the regression models.

6.1 Hypothesised causal pathways in the ETIS
The energy technology innovation system (ETIS) shown in Figure 4 describes a complex, dynamic system
constituted by diverse processes many of which can not be measured directly. It is not possible to express
ETIS functioning as a single causal model.
However, linkages from a small set of innovation system processes to specific innovation outcomes can be
hypothesised and tested based on available literature. In other words, discrete, isolable relationships within
the ETIS can be modelled quantitatively.
Three innovation outcomes are of interest:
•
•
•

codified knowledge (patents, publications) and international flows of knowledge (co-invention of
patents, co-authorship of publications);
learning-by-doing (i.e., cost reductions from accumulated experience);
market share.

These represent proximate, intermediate, and ultimate innovation outcomes respectively.

6.1.1 Codified knowledge
Codified knowledge is positively affected by (1) knowledge generation and spillovers with low depreciation
of knowledge stocks, (2) stable and durable policy environment with a diverse mix of instruments, (3)
exchange and interaction between heterogeneous actors.
These hypothesised linkages can be expressed using indicators for each innovation system process. This
provides a model specification which can be tested, as each indicator can serve as a variable in a regression.
A simple linear function would take the following form:
number of patents = f ( +ß1
+ß2
+ß3
+ß4
+ß5
+ß6
+ß7
+ß8

public energy RD&D expenditure
energy technology imports
stability in public energy RD&D expenditure
durability of policy instruments, four types *
diversity of policy instruments
stability of policy instruments
patent co-inventions, intra-EU **
diversity of types of organisation in patenting )

* a single variable aggregating four indicators for each type of policy instrument (innovation, regulatory, marketbased, strategic)
** alternative specification with patent co-inventions (extra-EU), i.e., international knowledge flows instead of
knowledge spillovers as an explanatory variable

Patents and publications both measure knowledge codification and can be used as alternative proximate
innovation outputs. Publications can be substituted for patents in the above model specification (in both
outcome and relevant explanatory variables).
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Patent co-invention and publication co-authorship as measures of exchange and interaction between
innovation actors are related to numbers of patents and publications measures as measures of knowledge
generation. Patent co-invention can be substituted for numbers of patents in the above model specification.
Similarly publication co-authorship can be substituted for number of publications.

6.1.2 Learning-by-doing
Learning-by-doing is positively affected by (1) knowledge generation with low depreciation of knowledge
stocks, (2) stable and durable policy environment, (3) adoption and use of the technology.
These hypothesised linkages can be expressed using indicators for each innovation system process. This
provides a model specification which can be tested, as each indicator can serve as a variable in a regression.
A simple linear function would take the following form:
learning rate = f (

+ß1
+ß2
+ß3
+ß4
+ß5

x
x
x
x
x

public energy RD&D expenditure
stability in public energy RD&D expenditure
durability of policy instruments, four types *
stability of policy instruments
market share )

* a single variable aggregating four indicators for each type of policy instrument (innovation, regulatory, marketbased, strategic)

6.1.3 Market share
Market share is positively affected by (1) knowledge generation and spillovers to bridge the valley of death
between R&D and deployment, (2) stable and durable policy environment with low regulatory capture by
fossil-fuel incumbents, (3) heterogeneous actors.
These hypothesised linkages can be expressed using indicators for each innovation system process. This
provides a model specification which can be tested, as each indicator can serve as a variable in a regression.
A simple linear function would take the following form:
market share = f (

+ß1
+ß2
+ß3
+ß4
+ß5
+ß6
+ß7

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

demonstration budgets
energy technology imports
durability of policy instruments, four types *
stability of policy instruments
shifting away from public RD&D on fossil fuels
diversity of types of organisation in publications
diversity of types of organisation in patenting )

* a single variable aggregating four indicators for each type of policy instrument (innovation, regulatory, marketbased, strategic)

6.2 Panel regressions of specific ETIS causal pathways
To test hypothesised linkages from innovation system processes to specific innovation outcomes, data for
each indicator in the ETIS framework were collected for each of the six technology areas in the SET Plan
from 2001 to 2015. Panel regression models were then estimated for each set of hypothesised linkages (i.e.,
datasets described 6 technology areas over a 14 year time period).
Table 3 summarises the results. The outcome (dependent) variables for each model are shown in the second
row in the aquamarine cells. The explanatory (independent) variables for each model are shown in the
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coloured cells: blue cells = positive coefficient; yellow cell = negative coefficient; grey cell = not significant.
Blank cells denote variables not included in the model specification.
As an example, model A regresses the number of patents on a set of covariates: patent co-inventions; public
energy RD&D expenditure; energy technology imports; stability in energy RD&D expenditure; durability of
policy instruments; diversity of policy instruments; stability of policy instruments; diversity of types of
organisation in patenting. This model corresponds to the hypothesised linkages set out above (section 6.1.1).
Models A - F are negative binomial models with technology and time fixed effects (clustered-robust standard
errors). Negative binomial models are used because the unconditional mean of the dependent variable
(number of patents, number of publications, patent co-inventions, and publication co-authorship) is lower
than its variance.
Models G & H are estimated using Ordinary Least Square (OLS) with technology and time fixed effects
(clustered-robust standard errors). OLS models are used because the dependent variable is a continuous
variable (i.e., not based on count data).
All models are estimated for the period 2001 to 2015, except models A, B & E which are estimated for the
period 2001 to 2013 because there is a significant truncation issue in the most recent data for patent
applications.
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Table 3. Panel regressions testing different sets of hypothesised linkages from innovation system processes (blue,
yellow, grey cells) to specific innovation outcomes (green cells). Notes: Aquamarine cell = outcome variable;
blue cell = positive coefficient; yellow cell = negative coefficient; grey cell = not significant; blank cell = not
included in model specification.
Models
Variables

A
No. of
Patents

B

C

D

E

F

G

H^

No. of
Patents

No. of
Publications

No. of
Publications

Patent
co-inventions
(extra-EU)

Publication
coauthorships
(extra-EU)

Market
share

Learning
rate

0.00021
***

Patent co-inventions (extra-EU)
Publication co-authorships (extraEU)

0.00024
**

Market share
Patent co-inventions (intra-EU)
Publication co-authorships (intraEU)
Public energy RD&D
expenditure
Demonstration budgets
Energy technology imports
Stability in energy RD&D
expenditure
Durability of policy instruments:
innovation, regulatory, marketbased
Durability of strategic policies
(targets, roadmaps, action plans)

ns
0.00024
**
ns
ns

-5.72e-04
**

ns

ns

ns

ns

2.39e-05
***

2.21e-05
***

ns

ns

1.88e-05
***

ns
ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.0231
**

ns
composite
index †4

-0.0222
**
composite
index †4

-0.0471
***
composite
index †4

-0.0420
***
composite
index †4

ns
composite
index †2

Diversity of policy instruments

ns

ns

0.751
***

0.712
***

ns

-0.682
**

Stability of policy instruments

0.210
**

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

-0.0622
***
composite
index †2

Shifting away from public
RD&D expenditure on fossil
fuels

ns
ns
ns
composite
index †4

ns
composite
index †4

0.0397
***

7.517e+06
**

2.88e-03
**

Diversity of types of organisation
in publication
Diversity of types of organisation
in patenting

ns
ns

-0.178
***

ns

ns

-0.196
***

-0.271
**

ns

ns

ns

Notes:
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
†2 a composite index of two types of policy instrument: innovation policy and strategic policy including targets, roadmaps, action plans
†4 a composite index of four types of policy instrument: innovation, market-based, regulatory, and strategic policy including targets,
roadmaps, action plans
^ learning rate regressions include only three of the six technology areas: renewable energy, sustainable transport, and energy efficiency
(appliances) due to limited data availability.
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6.3 Summary of regression results
Table 4 summarises the regression results, identifying only those explanatory variables with significant
coefficients. The sign of the coefficient is also shown.

Table 4. Significant explanatory variables for different outcome variables. Coefficient sign shown in
brackets as (+) or (-) indicates that results vary depending on model specification, e.g., if model A finds +
coefficient and model B finds n.s. coefficient, the combined effect is summarised as (+).

Outcome variable (and model)

Significant explanatory variables

Number of patents (A & B)

+
+
(+)
(-)
(-)

patent co-inventions, intra-EU or extra-EU
energy technology imports
stability of policy instruments
public energy RD&D expenditures
durability of policy instruments

Number of publications (C & D)

+
(+)
-

diversity of policy instruments
publication co-authorships, extra-EU
durability of policy instruments
diversity of types of organisation in publications

Patent co-inventions (E)

+
+

energy technology imports
stability of policy instruments

Publication co-authorships (F)

-

durability of policy instruments
diversity of policy instruments
diversity of types of organisation in publications

Learning rate (H)

+

stability of policy instruments

Market share (G)

+
+

stability of policy instruments
shift away from RD&D expenditure on fossil fuels
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7 Combining the econometric results with the storyline
interpretations
7.1 Four storylines
The final integrative step relating the narratives to the empirical results identifies which innovation system
processes are strengthened or weakened in each of the four storylines, and then determines whether these
changes affect specific innovation outcomes according to the model estimations.
Coefficient sizes > |0.001| are interpreted as small effects; coefficient sizes <= |0.001| are interpreted as very
small effects (see coefficients in brackets in Table 4).
Note that the regression results control for co-variation in the full set of independent variables, and so isolate
coefficient strengths under ceteris paribus assumptions. In contrast, the storylines are assumed to influence
a specific subset of variables, so these ceteris paribus assumptions from the empirical estimations are
effectively relaxed (as they are not applied systematically to the full set of hypothesised linkages between
innovation system processes and the innovation outcome of interest). Consequently, the application of
coefficient strengths independently to the storyline assumptions should be interpreted as being indicative
only.

7.1.1 Diversification
The Diversification storyline strengthens patent co-invention (intra-EU), publication co-authorship (intraEU), and diversity of types of organisations, but weakens durability of policy instruments.
Focusing only on the significant coefficients in the model estimations, this means that the Diversification
storyline sees the following changes in innovation outcomes:
-

strengthened patent co-invention (intra-EU) has a small positive effect on number of patents
strengthened diversity of types of organisations in publications has a negative effect on the number of
publications and on publication co-authorship
weakened durability of policy instruments has a positive effect on number of patents, number of
publications, and publication co-authorship (note that this positive effect is a negative negative due to
weakened durability from the storyline and a negative coefficient from the model)

7.1.2 Directed Vision
The Directed Vision storyline strengthens patent co-invention (extra-EU), publication co-authorship
(extra-EU), public energy R&D expenditure, demonstration budgets, and durability of policy instruments,
but weakens diversity of types of organisations.
Focusing only on the significant coefficients in the model estimations, this means that the Directed Vision
storyline sees the following changes in innovation outcomes:
-

strengthened patent co-invention (extra-EU) has a small positive effect on number of patents
strengthened publication co-authorship (extra-EU) has a small positive effect on number of publications
strengthened public energy RD&D expenditure has a small negative effect on number of patents
strengthened durability of policy instruments has a negative effect on number of patents, number of
publications, and publication co-authorship
weakened diversity of types of organisations in publications has a negative effect on number of
publications and publication co-authorship
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7.1.3 National Champions
The National Champions storyline strengthens stability in energy RD&D expenditure, durability of policy
instruments, and stability of policy instruments, but weakens shifting away from public RD&D expenditure
on fossil fuels.
Focusing only on the significant coefficients in the model estimations, this means that the National
Champions storyline sees the following changes in innovation outcomes:
-

strengthened stability in energy RD&D expenditure has a positive effect on patent co-inventions
strengthened durability of policy instruments has a negative effect on number of patents, number of
publications, and publication co-authorship
strengthened stability of policy instruments has a positive effect on number of patents and market share
strengthened stability of policy instruments has a small positive effect on learning rate
weakened shifting away from public RD&D expenditure on fossil fuels has a negative effect on market
share

7.1.4 Localisation
The Localisation storyline strengthens public energy RD&D expenditure, demonstration budgets, energy
technology imports, and diversity of policy instruments, but weakens patent co-invention (intra-EU) and
publication co-authorship (intra-EU).
Focusing only on the significant coefficients in the model estimations, this means that the Localisation
storyline sees the following changes in innovation outcomes:
-

strengthened public energy RD&D expenditure has a small negative effect on number of patents
strengthened energy technology imports have a small positive effect on number of patents and patent coinventions
strengthened diversity of policy instruments has a positive effect on number of publications
strengthened diversity of policy instruments has a negative effect on publication co-authorship
weakened patent co-inventions have a negative effect on number of patents
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8 Informing energy systems analysis and modelling
8.1 Problem-solving, learning, and system-integration capacity
The outcome variables in the empirical analysis are patents (or publications), learning rates, and market share.
Whereas patents (or publications) are measures of knowledge codification within innovation systems,
learning rates and particularly market shares are also strongly related to market deployment. Other variables
omitted from the regressions therefore become important. As an example, in addition to innovation system
effectiveness, learning rates (cost reductions per doubling cumulative experience) are influenced by
commodity prices, business cycles, market structure and so on. Similarly, market shares are influenced by a
still wider range of factors which lie outside the ETIS framework, including relative advantage (on price and
other attributes), system inertia, capital availability, and so on.
Put differently, the panel regressions summarised in Table 3 neither aim nor claim to explain all the causal
pathways affecting technology deployment. Rather the regressions explain a discrete set of causal pathways
for specific innovation system outcomes. These outcomes are proximate (patents, publications), intermediate
(learning rates), and ultimate (market share).
While useful for understanding innovation systems and how they function, these outcomes are not directly
implementable into analysis and simulation modelling of the future EU energy system. (The exception is
learning rates which are used in some models to endogenously represent technological change).
However, the changes in innovation outcomes for each storyline set out above can be consolidated into
estimations of enhanced or weakened capacity in three areas relevant to energy system analysis and
modelling:
-

-

-

Problem-solving capacity. Changes in the number of patents (or the number of publications) and
changes in patent co-inventions (or publication co-authorships) affect the technological problem-solving
capacity of the EU innovation system for new energy technologies. In energy system analysis and
modelling, a strengthened problem-solving capacity could be interpreted through more rapid
improvements in technology performance (e.g., efficiency), earlier demonstration or deployment of
novel 'breakthrough' technologies, or the overcoming of other innovation challenges.
Learning capacity. Changes in learning rates affect the learning capacity of the EU innovation system
for new energy technologies. In energy system analysis and modelling, a strengthened learning capacity
could be interpreted through more rapid or more sustained cost reductions, more rapid development of
successive generations of a technology, or the overcoming of other technology improvement challenges.
System-integration capacity. Changes in market share affect the system-integration capacity of the
EU's energy system with respect to new energy technologies. In energy system analysis and modelling,
a strengthened system-integration capacity could be interpreted through more rapid deployment and
upscaling, weaker constraints on system integration, or the overcoming of other deployment challenges.

Table 5 summarises the insights from the combined storyline and empirical analysis in terms of whether these
three types of capacity are strengthened and weakened. Five types of effect are distinguished: strong (++),
moderate (+), neutral (~), weak (-), and very weak (--). These effects are based on the relative magnitude of
coefficients of independent variables in econometric models. Specifically, coefficient sizes > |0.001| are
interpreted as ++ or -- effects; coefficient sizes <= |0.001| are interpreted as + or - effects; not significant
coefficients are interpreted as ~.
As Table 5 shows, there are no overall strong or consistent effects of the storylines on problem-solving,
learning or system integration capacity. In some cases, regression results point in opposite directions. For
example, the Diversification storyline sees a strengthening of intra-EU knowledge exchange (patent coinventions and publication co-authorships) which in turn boosts patent and publication outputs as an indicator
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of enhanced problem-solving capacity. However the Diversification storyline also sees more diverse actors
involved in the innovation system which in turn weakens concerted knowledge generation activities. The
overall effect of the Diversification storyline on the problem-solving capacity of the EU's energy innovation
system is therefore unclear.

Table 5. Problem-solving, learning, and system-integration capacity under each storyline. Overall effect in
each cell is summarised in the top grey bar: + moderate; ~ neutral; - weak; -- very weak.

problemsolving
capacity

Diversification

Directed Vision

+ to --

+ to --

+ to ~

+ to ~ effect from
patent co-inventions &
publication coauthorships, intra-EU

+ effect from
patent co-inventions &
publication coauthorships, extra-EU

+ to ~ effect from
patent co-inventions &
publication coauthorships, intra-EU

~ to -- effect from
diversity of types of
organisations in
patenting & publications
~

~ to -- effect from
diversity of types of
organisations in
patenting & publications
~

learning
capacity ^

~ effect from
public energy RD&D
expenditure

National Champions

Localisation

~

~
~ effect from
public energy RD&D
expenditure

~

~

~ effect from
stability in public
energy RD&D
expenditure
+ to -

~ effect from
durability of policy
instruments

~ effect from
durability of policy
instruments

~ effect from
durability of policy
instruments

~ effect from
energy technology
imports

+ & ~ to - effect from
stability of policy
instruments

~ effect from
diversity of policy
instruments

systemintegration
capacity

~

+ effect from
shifting away from
public energy RD&D
expenditure on fossil
fuels
^ learning rate regressions include only three of the six technology areas (renewable energy, sustainable transport, energy
efficient appliances) due to limited data availability, so results from the learning rate regressions are more limited in their
generalisability.

8.2 How can any of this be used by energy system modellers?
Ideally, the detailed analysis of storylines and innovation outcomes through the lens of the ETIS framework
would provide strong and robust insights which could be directly implementable by energy system modellers.
Whether this would be the case was not known until the previous methodological steps were completed. The
actual results were rather the opposite. Disappointingly, no strong and robust insights emerged from the
analysis. As shown in Table 5, the effects of the four storylines on problem-solving, learning, and systemintegration capacity in the EU energy system are weak, inconsistent, and often not significant.
There are three possible responses.
First, the storylines could be reinterpreted in light of the empirical analysis to ensure that certain storylines
affect influential explanatory variables in one or more regression. Interpreting storylines has an element of
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art as well as science, and it might be possible to tweak the assumed effects of the storylines on innovation
system processes while remaining faithful to the broad narrative. This is akin to a "backcasting" type exercise
which starts with assumed differences in innovation system outcomes between the storylines, and works
backwards to determine how to 'force' those differences.
Second, the empirical analysis could be re-run using alternative model specifications emphasising
explanatory variables which are affected by the storylines. Hypothesising and quantitatively testing causal
pathways within energy innovation systems is a new field with few good precedents, and it might be possible
to generate stronger empirical results for differentiating between the storylines. This is akin to a "fishing trip"
which sets out to find strong and significant effect sizes, and like any such exercises, risks generating false
positives or causal relationships which are weakly substantiated in the literature.
Third, specific, model-ready quantitative insights could be rejected in favour of narrative interpretations of
the storylines. Essentially, this means returning to the initial step of our methodology (Section 5), but trying
to expand on the interpretations in a way which more directly speaks to energy system modellers' inputs,
parameters, assumptions, or constraints.
This third response is preferred, as it accepts the results of the novel methodology developed and
implemented as is, and avoids trying to change them with the benefit of hindsight. Although the methodology
generated null results - or at least results not useable by energy system modellers - the reporting of these null
results is an important contribution to further methodological developments.

8.3 Back to ... narrative interpretations of the storylines to inform energy system
modelling
In Section 5, the four storylines were interpreted as affecting the EU's energy technology innovation system
in general ways applicable across energy technologies. The subsequent empirical analysis similarly adopted
a cross-technology approach (using panel regressions of time series data in six technology areas). Resulting
insights are therefore generalisable; but as was seen, resulting insights were also highly circumspect.
Figure 6 offers alternative interpretations of the four storylines by linking their distinctive emphases (on
innovation system processes) to specific technologies. This should be more directly useful to energy system
modellers setting up model runs with stronger/weaker deployment constraints, faster/slower learning rates,
higher/lower efficiency assumptions, and so on.
The Diversification storyline emphasises heterogeneous actors involved in a highly distributed series of
learning experiments to develop, test, trial, demonstrate, deploy and improve novel energy technologies
(Figure 6, top left). This may favour granular, modular technologies such as heat pumps with different designs
and performance characteristics in different markets. As cities play a key role as the locus of distributed
energy innovation, innovations suited to urban-scale deployment and leadership such as shared (autonomous)
vehicles may be emphasised. New entrants into energy innovation, particularly from the information and
communication technology (ICT) sector, may bring balance sheets, risk management strategies, and financial
innovations enabling third-party finance of distributed assets such as rooftop PV or domestic energy
efficiency, boosting uptake rates. Policy support for diversification combines technology-push policies
(innovation incentives) and market pull policies (deployment incentives), which may favour technologies
such as electric vehicles facing the chicken-and-egg problem of infrastructure development or technology
deployment.
The Directed Vision storyline emphasises clear, strong, stable guidance of innovation trajectories at the EU
level across the six technology areas prioritised by the SET Plan (Figure 6, top right). Collaboration and
coordination support pan-European infrastructure investments including to high voltage transmission grids,
high-speed transport networks, as well as large-scale carbon capture and storage infrastructure. Strong EU
policy frameworks also push deeper market harmonisation in the form of more stringent EU-wide efficiency
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standards for appliances, buildings, and industrial processes. Clear market signals from the EU as a bloc
also facilitate international knowledge flows with global market leaders, securing the benefits of global
learning for imported manufactures like solar PV modules.
The National Champions storyline emphasises continuity and reduced switching costs from a centralised
energy system dominated by large national firms, many with fossil fuel assets (Figure 6, bottom right). The
influence of incumbent utilities, power plant operators and owners, resource extraction companies, and other
large asset owners enables large-scale infrastructure investments including bilateral power grid
interconnections between countries and balance sheet financing of large-scale nuclear and renewables.
Natural gas may also be favoured as a bridging fuel away from coal and towards lower-carbon alternatives,
particularly in the use of natural gas for flexibility and storage on electricity grids. Constrained by stringent
emission reduction goals, the continued reliance on fossil fuels emphasises the importance of CCS and
industry as key innovation challenges. Although this storyline sees less emphasis on strategic policy at the
EU level, stable policy frameworks in member states may be implemented to develop and strengthen national
renewable regimes so that incumbents' can steadily diversify their technology portfolios.
The Localisation storyline emphasises differentiated energy strategies at national and subnational levels
focused on maximally exploiting local resources and competitive advantages (Figure 6, bottom left). The
strong role of local and regional actors supports investments and technologies adapted to local context and
conditions, including district heating and also circular economy business models in industry linking waste
streams to process inputs. Cities and regions look to strengthen their autonomy within wider systems and
infrastructures so emphasise decentralised storing and balancing of electricity supply and demand enabled
by distribution grid upgrades and potentially also vehicle-to-grid. Although this storyline sees weaker
knowledge flows and spillovers internationally, the concentration of experience locally opens up scope for
rapid learning on balance of plant components of local installations such as solar PV.

Figure 6. How strengthened innovation system processes in each storyline could affect the availability and
deployment of specific energy technologies.
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